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the changing seasons have brought only positive news to Cheniere 
Energy, which was the first US company to launch LNG plant in the 
Gulf of Mexico. On February 24, exactly one year had passed away 
since the first LNG cargo left Sabine Pass. Four days later, Cheniere 
reported its first quarterly net profit ($110 million in 4Q 2016 versus 
$291 million loss one year ago).1 in late March, train 3 of the Sabine 
Pass liquefaction facility came online.

Construction of LNG plants in the New World is on schedule and even 
low hydrocarbon prices over the last two and a half years have not 
unhinged the project implementation. America is on its way to enter 
the top three of the biggest LNG producers by 2020.

the one-year anniversary since the start of US LNG exports is a reason 
to assess some interim results and analyze further developments. 
In this study, we shall attempt to answer the following questions: 

 � How much US liquefied natural gas was shipped, where it 
was marketed and at what price?

 � Who of the marketing chain stakeholders benefits even 
in a low gas price environment?

 � What are the medium-term prospects for US LNG in the 
global market?

Our study’s key conclusions are: 

1. The biggest portion of American LNG – half of the total 
“allocated volumes” by now – was contracted in 2011/2012 at 
average Henry Hub price differential of $8/MMBtu in Europe 
and $12/MMBtu in Japan. During late winter 2016 when LNG 
shipments started off, this differential between the markets 
shrank to 2 and 4 US dollars per MMBtu, respectively.

2. American LNG exports have not become a real Europe’s 
alternative to Gazprom pipeline gas supplies, with the latest 
has set another historic high last year. Only 10% of US LNG 
total production headed to Europe in 2016 (0.4 mt) – mainly to 
those nations that have no contracts with Gazprom. Although 
well before the start of exports the US administration officials 
declared, that they were ready to flood the European Union with 
LNG, in fact it was exported by non-US-resident companies 
motivated by commercial rather than political considerations 
and delivering LNG to the most profitable regions. Financial 

1 The company still reported gross losses of $610 million for entire 2016 vs $975 
million losses in 2015.
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performance is the reason why the European market is so 
unattractive: US LNG exports to europe resulted in average 
losses of $0.6/MMBtu in 2016. 

3. Latin America has taken the lead in US LNG purchases 
accounting for nearly half of the entire US exports in 2016. 
However, Latin American buyers had no long-term purchase 
contracts to get US liquefied natural gas, and therefore, all 
LNG supplies to this neighbor region were performed by 
portfolio customers looking for premium markets. Average 
profit accomplished by LNG exporters from the USA to Brazil 
in 2016 was $2/MMBtu.

4. it is wrong to believe that US gas producers or LNG plants are 
the ones who suffer losses as a result of unfavorable price 
developments on foreign gas markets. The former sell gas 
to traders or LNG plants at a Henry Hub + 15% price (logistic 
markup for transportation). The latter fully transfer their price 
risks onto LNG exporters who normally purchase LNG on a 
FOB basis and bear a liquefy-or-pay commitment.  

5. As of today, six LNG plants in the USA have received all 
approvals and are under construction, while American LNG 
capacity will reach about 78 mtpa by 2020. Contracted LNG 
in early 2016 has amounted to 39 mtpa or around 10% of the 
expected world’s total by 2020.

6. Even at the moderate Henry Hub price projection by the 
US Energy Information Administration (EIA) at 3.6 $(2016)/
MMBtu by 2020, the US companies supplying LNG to Europe 
will face losses if the European prices are below $8/MMBtu. If 
the European LNG prices fall below $5/MMBtu, the companies 
will be better off to halt their exports to Europe and still paying 
for the contracted liquefaction capacity. 

7. Exporters will have to fully focus on Latin America and 
Asia/Pacific region to reduce their losses. The Asian-bound 
supplies become breakeven at $8.6/MMBtu. If the Henry Hub 
price grows by less than $1/MMBtu, just as the EIA expects, 
Asian/Pacific consumers will secure that American LNG 
exports are profitable.

8. the worst case for US LNG will be if the Henry Hub price 
rises higher than eiA expects, or the LNG plant owners will 
have to cut their liquefaction fees. In such circumstances, it is 
possible that some current projects being implemented will 
not pay off while the ambitious plans to produce about 390 mt 
of LNG will never come true.
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